The Straw that Breaks
the Camel’s Back?

A

round this time every year, the Chamber takes a long hard look at
what challenges Hong Kong faces. By mining the collective wisdom of
members, we hammer out solid proposals to tackle these issues, and
submit our ideas in our Annual Policy Address and Budget proposals to the
Government. You will read more about this in next month’s Bulletin.
In parallel, we also conduct our annual Business Prospects Survey. The
findings this year reinforced the general worries about the economic
outlook. Alarmingly, a whopping 73% of respondents think Hong Kong’s
competitiveness had deteriorated in the year, to cap a steady climb from 42%
in 2011.
In 2011, the key threats were economic and external, as the world was still
reeling from the financial crisis of 2008. By 2016, the key threats have become
political and internal to Hong Kong. In other words, problems that we have
created by ourselves.
As I have mentioned in the past, many of the elements that make Hong
Kong attractive to business – low taxation, political stability, rule of law,
quality workforce, etc – are advantages that we take for granted. And like most
things in life, we never really appreciate something until we lose it.
The political antics in LegCo are inflicting long-term damage on Hong
Kong. Politicized policies do not do anyone any good. They drag down the
economy, deter investors and visitors, make people unnecessarily pessimistic,
and project an extremely unfair negative image of Hong Kong (and Hong
Kong business) to the world. They divide the public and distract everyone
from focusing on key issues of economics.
Meanwhile, the economic outlook is uncertain both at home and abroad.
On top, businesses are also very concerned about a host of divisive labour
issues, including retirement protection, abolition of the MPF offsetting
mechanism, standard working hours, and statutory holidays.
These issues need to be tackled as a package but are being dealt with
piecemeal. They are being politicized with business being wrongly painted
as a cold, uncaring class that knows only to reap profit at the expense of
employees. The truth of the matter is whatever concerns employees also
concerns employers, and the business sector provides nearly 80% of all jobs
in Hong Kong. Employers depend on employees for existence, and vice versa.
Small businesses are also employers, and most employees have employers
(other than of domestic helpers) among their friends too.
No two economies are identical. Every economy is a different equilibrium.
When we try to simply import elements from other economies into ours
in an attempt to address issues, we run the very high risk of upsetting our
existing equilibrium, as we have experienced before. This is why a thorough
assessment is needed every time, otherwise a single straw can break the
camel’s back.
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HONG KONG’S ULTIMATE SAFE DEPOSIT

Absolute Privacy, Security & Access – At your Command
As corporate, banking and legal industries
evolve, so too must Hong Kong’s storage
security to safeguard the interests of businesses
and high net-worth individuals. Now Ferrari
Group, a security logistics company, offers Hong
Kong its latest storage and logistics solution,
our Safe Deposit Solution.

Our temperature and humidity-controlled
vaults are virtually limitless: Ferrari Group can
accommodate anything from large objet’s d’art to
secure pouches for legal papers and documents,
and our Safe Deposit Service offers first class AllRisks insurance coverage for valuables throughout
storage and during transport.

Leveraging its global network providing onestop solutions for secure logistics management
of precious and luxury goods, Ferrari Group’s
tailor-made secure storage space in Hong Kong
offers clients private access to their valuables
and documents in prime locations across Hong
Kong at any time, with 24-hour security.

When time is of the essence, Ferrari Group’s
vault will come to you: Our Safe Deposit Service
is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
A professional and efficient pickup and delivery
service is available at your location with a simple
phone call, and transit in Hong Kong or abroad is
accessible at a moment’s notice.

Absolute
P r i v a c y

Anytime,
Anywhere

Unlimited
Capacity

Comprehensive
Insurance

Guaranteed privacy is a key
feature of our Safe Deposit
Ser vice. Our vaults are
secure, discreet, and no one
has access to your valuables
without your express
permission. A secure and
private room is available
to you while retrieving
valuables.

Ferrari Group offers vault
access 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. Our specialised
staff will offer assistance at
any time, day or night.

We offer virtually unlimited
space solutions suitable for
commodities of any type
and size, at prime locations
across Hong Kong.

Our All Risks Insurance covers
any risk of loss or damage
to insured items. Designed
ex p re s s l y fo r d e a l e rs o f
precious and luxury goods,
our all-inclusive insurance
provides one of the most
comprehensive and costeffective solutions in the
market.

With more than half a century of experience and 83 offices in 52 countries, Ferrari Group’s innovative security
procedures, import and export practices, customs formalities, supply-chain management, warehousing and
logistics services offer privacy and sanctuary for client’s precious documents and commodities. Trust, respect,
punctuality and commitment guide our service; our client’s wishes are our mandate.

For more information, call our Hong Kong Offices at +852 3168 1234 or
email safedeposit.hkg@ferrarigroup.net

Security Company License Number: 1242(A)

Respect Our System
and Stay Practical

T

he result of the U.S. Presidential election came as a surprise to many
people around the world. Here in Hong Kong, the turmoil that has beset
the Legislative Council is no less challenging, with the political landscape
changing daily. The oath-taking incident has dragged LegCo into endless
disputes and escalated into some people asking what impact the National
People’s Congress’ interpretation of the Basic Law will have on Hong Kong’s
rule of law. In my view, the behaviour and attitude of some people in LegCo
and society are the real obstacles stopping Hong Kong from moving forward.
Many members and friends from the business sector have lamented that
social harmony is extinct. Various sectors of the community used to show
respect for the system and rely on their own efforts to build a career in Hong
Kong. Such positive thinking has gone and has been replaced by a sense of
entitlement and irrational behavior such as the hurling of insults and violence.
This is a cause for grave concern, because if the current chaos in LegCo and
Hong Kong isn’t resolved, investor confidence will be undermined, along with
the economy.
With the dust finally settled from the LegCo election, diverse views in society
have been expressed on the changes arising from the new political landscape
in LegCo, with some hoping that the new line-up would bring about political
development. Undoubtedly, some of the new faces have indeed brought about
unprecedented changes, as they totally disregarded the rules of procedure and
engaged in mob rule. Some of them even resorted to swearing and insulting
Chinese people during their oath-taking, and later argued that they should be
allowed to take their oaths again.
As we all know, oath-taking is a solemn and legally binding ceremony. If a
person making an oath does not read out the oath in an accurate, complete and
solemn manner, then they are not qualified. They even used the oath-taking
procedure to advocate for Hong Kong independence, then later cited the Basic
Law for sophistry. The NPC’s interpretation of the Basic Law might well be a
timely form of help to clarify the legislation governing oaths, which provides a
clear legal basis for the courts.
As a legislator, I certainly hope that LegCo can serve as a platform to discuss
issues of interest concerning the business community, so as to make their
voices heard. Unfortunately, the adjournment and termination of meetings
has become a matter of routine since October, as individual members pay no
regard to the rules of order and obstruct meeting procedures. As a result, many
pressing social issues will only be delayed continually. I do hope that after all
these incidents, LegCo will be able to get back to normal and return its focus to
livelihood and economic issues, so that the general public can “dispel the clouds
and see the sun.”

When the Going
Gets Tough

2

016 will probably go down in the record books as the year that wasn’t.
This time last year, our members told us that despite anticipations
of a difficult 2016, there were glimmers of hope that 2017 would be
more promising.
On reflection, the term ‘difficult’ was probably an understatement,
with the unthinkable such as Brexit becoming a reality and a (seemingly)
pugnacious candidate elected U.S. President much to the chagrin and
bewilderment of the world, including many of us here in Hong Kong. It is
likely that these “out of left field” outcomes will cast very long shadows over
the shape of things to come.
Although the Chamber’s annual Business Prospects Survey had closed
by the time of the U.S. election, we found that the overall mood this year
was already quite subdued compared to last year. For example, 65% of
respondents expect Hong Kong’s economy to grow 0% to 2% in 2017, a steep
drop of about 25% from last year’s findings.
The knock-on effects are likely to be increased conservatism and caution
as businesses brace themselves for a wild ride going forward. Post-U.S.
election induced market gyrations – stocks plummeted, then soared; gold
was up, then down; bonds crashed, then levelled out – provided a foretaste of
what to expect as it is clear that no one knows exactly what to expect in the
months ahead.
Anticipation of a slowdown or scale-back in business activities is borne
out in the survey results as close to half of respondents had indicated that
they plan to freeze hiring in 2017. For the retail and tourism sectors where
the outlook is much bleaker, there are real concerns about the possibility
of higher than average job losses should the number of Mainland visitors
continue to sag over the next 12 months.
Perhaps one of the more disturbing findings is the increase in the number
of those giving Hong Kong’s competitiveness the thumbs down. A total of
73% of respondents said Hong Kong had become less competitive since the
beginning of the year, an increase of 6% and a whopping 30% respectively
compared to last year and 2011. Hong Kong was also considered a laggard in
the competitiveness stakes relative to its Singapore, Shanghai and Shenzhen
counterparts.
It is clear we have our work cut out for us over the coming months as we
contend with headwinds from without and within. The foregoing challenges
notwithstanding, I have every confidence that through typical Hong Kong
resilience we shall prevail, come what may.

Embracing Disruption
Some of the world’s most forward
looking business minds discussed at the
21st Hong Kong Business Summit how
we can harness the opportunities that
digital disruption creates, report Chamber
staff writers Esther Cheiu and Hilton Yip

T

echnology-driven changes are taking place at
an increasingly rapid pace, and businesses must
adapt or risk being left behind.
“Technology is transforming people’s demand,
consumption and expectations,” HKGCC Chamber
Chairman Stephen Ng told a full-house at the 21st Hong
Kong Business Summit on 3 November. “For example, one-third of millennials believe they will not need
a bank account in five years’ time, and nearly half are
counting on start-ups to overhaul the way banks work.”

Ng also pointed out that ride-sharing companies are
doing away with the scramble for a taxi and even to own
a car. They are even conducting pilot tests for driverless ride-sharing and haulage services. Similarly, online
shopping has changed the face of the retailing scene, and
even the concept of going shopping as we know it today.
According to a survey by the Harvard Business
Review, media, telecom, financial services and retail
were the top four industries affected most by digital
disruption. In an electronic poll of the 550 attendees,
Ng asked: “Do you see digital disruption as a threat or
opportunity for your business?” Nearly three-quarters
of respondents said they saw it as an opportunity, but
further questions revealed that most businesses had not
made any plans to capitalize on this.
More than ride sharing
When it comes to traditional industries being shaken
up by new start-ups that completely overturned old
business models, few have done it better than Uber.
Having started as a ride-hailing app, Uber has become
a multi-billion dollar business that has shaken up taxi
operators out of complacency around the world.

David Plouffe, Uber Chief Advisor and Member of
the Board of Directors, said the technology is not just
a solution for people’s transportation needs, it is also
addressing major urban problems like traffic congestion and pollution. He dismissed the notion that Uber’s
growth was based on just taking market share from taxis.
“Most people using Uber are not making a choice of
not taking a taxi; they’re making the choice of not using
their car. Where we are growing the most is not in cities,
but in rural areas.”
Taking the ride-sharing concept further is carpooling,
where several people share rides in the same car. “The
only way cities are going to work, because of epic migration, is to have fewer cars on the roads, and more people in the cars,” said Plouffe. “We started this two and
a half years ago in San Francisco. Now, 20% of Uber’s
trips are carpooled. Instead of 30 people taking car trips,
one car serves those 30 people. Eventually we’ll be able
to bring that here to Hong Kong. It helps with congestion reduction and also makes Uber available to every
income spectrum. UberPool is so cheap, if you use it for
everything in your life in the cities where we offer it, it’s
cheaper than owning a car.”

Giving consumers more choice and cheaper prices
As one of Hong Kong’s most widely known entrepreneurs, Ricky Wong has set up several telecom and multimedia ventures like HKBN and HKTV. Yet his attempt
to “disrupt” local shopping by forming an e-commerce
venture – HKTV Mall – is losing HK$2 million every year.
“Our prices are cheaper but how we drive our business
is experience,” said Wong. He highlighted the convenience
for online shoppers through features on HKTV Mall’s
app. The fact his company has huge warehouses and small
retail stores enables it to pass on savings to consumers.

Fintech is an emerging industry that many feel
Hong Kong has a lot of potential. The field combines
finance with technology to create financial software
and applications that make financial services more
accessible and convenient. Start-ups and tech companies make up the fintech industry, which also makes
them both a rival and counterpart to mainstream
financial institutions.
Local venture WeLab was started three years ago
because Simon Loong, WeLab’s founder and CEO,
wanted to make financial services available to everyone on their mobile phone.
WeLab runs leading mobile lending platforms
Wolaidai and WeLend, which operate in Mainland
China and Hong Kong respectively.
“I was a consumer banker before and I felt the customer experience wasn’t great – people had to submit a lot of info, jump through hoops, then still got
rejected,” said Loong.
Providing financial services through apps allows
companies to analyze data about customers to understand them and their behaviour. “Through customer
authorization, we analyse data from their phones. In
China, there is no established credit bureau so we use
this data to get an understanding of customers and do
credit assessment. We combine this data with behavioural and transactional data, which allows us to profile individuals. What kind of apps you install on your

Alibaba’s Magic for Success

H

inging on the power of the internet, China’s
e-commerce giant Alibaba has achieved tremendous growth by venturing into diverse
industries such as retail, payment service and finance.
Joseph Tsai, Executive Vice Chairman, Alibaba Group,
said big data is the magic for its success, allowing the
company to manage risks and massively distribute its
products.
“In this internet age, application of big data has
transformed numerous businesses. Big data is valuable not just because of its size and volume, but also
its continual flow that provides fresh data to improve
business,” Tsai said.
The manufacturing industry, for example, has benefitted from the use of big data as a way to enhance
its relationship with customers. By collecting customer
data online, manufacturers can now get feedback from
customers directly rather than relying on distributors to
get information. Also, the Internet of Things (IoT) allows

products to include intelligent features to capture data
about user behaviour. All this make it possible for manufacturers to make use of the data to improve products
as well as transition into a C2B business model.
“Data is also shaping the financial services business.
With data from different perspectives including buying
patterns, delivery details, payment and social networking, we are able to manage and predict risks much easier. By analyzing the data, we can create credit scoring
and risk management models,” Tsai said.
He pointed out Alibaba’s success lies in its ability to
make use of data to widely distribute a product. “With
our internet-based platform, we want to make financial
services inclusive. The idea is to offer a product that can
get investment from lots of people in small amounts. In
2013, we launched a money market fund which is like
bank deposits but offers customers higher returns than
banks. Today the fund is one of the largest in the world,
having over US$100 billion in assets.”

phone tells us what kind of person you are and allows
us to understand how you make decisions,” Loong
explained.
He then gave an example of how data could be put
to use. “People asked how does behaviour correlate
with financial performance such as whether somebody
can pay you back. Therefore, we collected the time of
day that customers apply for loans. From the app, we
captured what time of day customers borrowed and
mapped that with whether people were good borrowers or bad borrowers. Not surprisingly, customers who
borrowed from 1-6 a.m. were the worst performers.
Think about that, in the middle of night if you still need
to borrow money, or maybe you are gambling or paying
your bills, that is one simple example of correlation.”
Loong said that one reason why Mainland China
was doing so well in fintech was because banks in the
Mainland are more receptive to start-ups.
“When we pitch to banks in the Mainland, they are
open-minded as they perceive working with start-ups
as providing speed and innovation and allowing them
to try new things. Nine out of 10 times, there will be
a second meeting, something will happen. However,
in Hong Kong, many financial institutions’ attitude to
start-ups is ‘you are going to close down soon; you’re
not tested; have you checked with regulators.’ I urge
those companies to embrace and start working with
small companies.”

Does Hong Kong still have what it takes?
There are some who fear Hong Kong is losing ground
to regional competitors like Shanghai and Singapore as
a world-class business and financial hub. Factors like
the need to diversify the economy, expensive building
rents, lack of affordable housing and slow government
bureaucracy have been cited as reasons for Hong Kong’s
supposed declining competitiveness. However, members on the General Committee panel were mostly optimistic, while acknowledging that Hong Kong has many
things it needs to improve.
“Real estate is being marginalized by technology.
E-malls are taking over from physical malls. With tech,
people are travelling less for business. Hotels are under
threat. People can work from home so offices are under

Alibaba has the capability to massively distribute a
financial product because of its popular online payment service Alipay, which has 500 million active users.
“With so many people making payments online, people
can easily transfer money to the fund. This makes us

capable of massively distributing our product through
mobile devices,” he added.
Tsai also shared that the internet economy has created demand for products that insure risks. For example, e-commerce sites offer return shipping insurance
to insure risks to the seller while providing customer
with shopping comfort. “Again data has enabled internet service providers to know buyers and sellers better
so they can price insurance products in a reasonable
way,” he said.
In the Mainland with its 700 million internet users,
mobile access to the internet is over 90%. He believes
that m-commerce has now evolved to become the
preferred platform for e-commerce. “In the last quarter, 78% of Alibaba’s retail transactions were generated via mobile devices. The growth was mostly contributed by the tech-savvy young population. On our
online shopping platform, 75% of our users are below
35 years old.”

threat. So the real estate business is not in the best shape,”
said Chamber Chairman Stephen Ng.
Nicholas Brooke, Chairman, Professional Property
Services, had some strong words to say about Hong
Kong’s need to maintain its status as Asia’s leading financial hub. “We’ve got to wake up, stop dreaming, repackage and reposition Hong Kong, there are good things but
there’re serious gaps. We need to set aside the selfishness
which is very evident in Hong Kong today and self-interest that mars many of our discussions,” he said.
“We should separate innovation and technology.
Technology is one of the ways to deliver innovation. I
have a family of start-ups I’m nursing through their initial stages and only two have a tech component as five
of them are driven by an innovative idea and service. As
we look to expand Hong Kong, we should encourage
those to innovate, with or without technology. To me,
it’s about developing an eco-system and having the right
policies to support entrepreneurship. We don’t have
those policies yet,” said Brooke.
Allen Fung, Executive Director & CEO of non-property businesses, Sun Hung Kai Properties, noted that
Singapore was ahead of Hong Kong in categories like
GDP per capita, and Shenzhen was threatening to do the
same when it came to technology.

“It’s amazing how widespread the adoption of technology in Shenzhen is. My relative is 70 years old and
uses WeChat to communicate with me on a daily basis.
How many seniors in Hong Kong use messaging apps?
When I was there, I went to a residential place and saw
a QR code on a lamp post. I was told if the light breaks
down, you just scan the code and it will automatically
send a report to office,” he said.
While many have pointed to high rents in Hong Kong
as hindering entrepreneurs and start-ups, Fung said
there was another reason.
“I don’t think the reason why there aren’t more startups is because rent is expensive, as some start-ups only
require a small office. I think it has something to do with
talent – I don’t know how we can attract more people to
the digital fields.”
Ronald Lee, Head of Private Wealth Management, Asia
Pacific, Goldman Sachs, reminded people about how cities
earned or lost their status as financial hubs, citing Frankfurt in the eighties and Tokyo in the nineties. However,
he remained optimistic about Hong Kong’s prospects.
Members can watch the entire Business Summit on the
Chamber’s app, which can be downloaded for free from
Google and Apple’s app stores.
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Chamber members, staff and the public celebrate 155 years of service to Hong Kong
and the business community

A

s part of celebrations marking its 155th anniversary, the Chamber held “HKGCC Free Ride
Day” on 29 November. The all-day event, with
the theme “Building a Prosperous Hong Kong with all
Members of Society,” allowed everyone in Hong Kong to
enjoy free rides on all trams on Hong Kong Island and
Star ferries running between Tsim Sha Tsui and Wanchai/Central.
The event officially kicked off in the morning in Sai
Wan with Chamber Chairman Stephen Ng, CEO Shirley
Yuen, Chamber General Committee members and representatives of member companies sponsoring the event.
“We welcome everyone in Hong Kong to celebrate
our 155th anniversary by taking advantage of free rides
on the trams and the Star Ferry today,” said Ng. “These
two historic forms of public transportation have, just
like HKGCC, served Hong Kong and the public stead-

fastly for many decades, and also contributed to the economic development of our great city.”
The theme of this year’s Free Ride Day was represented by a jigsaw puzzle design which symbolized how
each person plays an important role in Hong Kong’s
society. “We all have a role to play in building a better
Hong Kong, and it requires everyone coming together in
a positive way to achieve this,” said Ng.
From Sai Wan, the Chamber’s Chairman, CEO, members and staff rode trams to Causeway Bay where they
greeted the public and handed out Chamber souvenirs.
In the afternoon, they also rode the Star Ferry between
Central and Tsim Sha Tsui to hand out souvenirs to passengers, many of whom were pleasantly surprised and
appreciative at being able to ride the ferry for free.
The Chamber also partnered with Headline Daily by
providing $100,000 in cash coupons which the public

could win by answering a simple daily question about
the Chamber on the newspaper’s Jetso app. The promotion ran in two phases, from 14-21 November and 22-29
November, and winners were announced on 9 December.
The Free Ride Day festivities were capped off with a
party on board a Star Ferry which cruised around Victoria Harbour to thank sponsors and members as well as
to mark the Chamber’s 155th anniversary.
Yuen said over 300,000 citizens and tourists were
expected to have benefitted from Free Ride Day. She also
thanked the 59 members who sponsored the event, and
also media partners HKC Enterprises, Metro Broadcast
Corporation Limited and the Sing Tao Group, including Sing Tao Daily, Headline Daily and The Standard,
for their assistance in publicizing the event and helping
make it a roaring success.
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Businesses Bracing for
a Tough 2017
Respondents in the Chamber’s Business Prospects Survey concerned about
the external and internal business environments in 2017

The Chamber's Mobile App
My Profile
Manage your Chamber membership,
and events that you have registered
for or have attended.

News Feed
Get all the latest news
about what is going on at
the Chamber, economic
updates, policy submissions,
The Bulletin, past meetings,
seminars, and talks.

Inbox
Receive and manage emails from the
Chamber directly to your inbox, get alerts
about meetings, incoming delegations,
business matching, events and more ...

Events

Business Cards
Exchange electronic business
cards with fellow members
around you simply by shaking
your mobile.

See the Chamber’s calendar of events by day
or month. Book directly via HKGCC Online
with your Visa or Mastercard, as well as AE
via Paypal even if you do not have a Paypal
account, and manage your bookings ...

Member Benefits
See all the latest special offers and discounts
on a wide range of products and services,
from hampers to language learning.

Enterprise Support Progamme: Case Example
Total Project Cost

$2 million

– Funding: 50%

$1 million

– Cash Rebate: 40%

$400,000

Company Actual Expenditure

$600,000

SMEs can consider the following funding schemes offered by the Innovation and Technology Commission:

*

(1) Enterprise Support Scheme*
• Funding support of up to $10 million for each
approved project and to be provided on a dollar-fordollar matching basis

(2) Patent Application Grant
• A grant of not more than $250,000 for each approved
application

(3) Innovation and Technology Support Programme#
• Two types of funding models: Platform and
Collaborative projects; companies should contribute
no less than 10% and 50% of the total project cost
respectively

(4) Public Sector Trial Scheme
• 100% funding support of the actual cost of the original
R&D project(s)

(5) R&D Cash Rebate Scheme
• A cash rebate equivalent to 40% of the project
expenditure

(6) Internship Programme
• Recruitment of graduates from local universities as
interns to assist in R&D projects funded by Innovation
and Technology Fund
• Monthly allowance of $14,000 for graduates with a
Bachelor degree
• Monthly allowance of $16,500 for graduates with a
Master degree

Item (1) can simultaneously apply for items (4), (5) and (6)

#

Item (3) can simultaneously apply for items (4), (5) and (6)

Great Things Always
Begin From Inside

H

ong Kong’s retail businesses have been struggling
due to weaker sales, a decrease in tourist spending, and competition from online shopping. To
succeed amidst lackluster consumer sentiment and a
highly competitive retail environment, some local retailers are reinventing their businesses with innovative ideas.
Established in Hong Kong in 1963, Stelux Holdings
International Limited started business as a watchmaker.
In the 1980s, the company ventured into watch and optical retailing and now operates a number of renowned
chain stores such as “City Chain,” “Optical 88,” and “eGG
Optical Boutique.”
“In the face of retail challenges, we have to bring positive energy into our business. Embracing change and
having the heart to learn is what keeps me moving forward,” said Stelux Chairman and CEO Joseph Wong at
the Entrepreneur Series luncheon on 16 November.

Creating new experiences
As a brand targeting young people, eGG always tries
to present customers with new experiences. This year,
the brand took the bold step of doing a crossover with a
well-known local dessert shop.
“After customers select their frames and lenses, they
can get their spectacles in one hour. While waiting, I
thought we could offer them something to enhance the
shopping experience. So we created an ‘Optical x Dessert’
concept store so that customers can enjoy great desserts
while waiting,” he explained.
“Before opening this concept store, we didn’t have
any F&B management experience. But this didn’t stop us
from going ahead with our new idea.”
Wong said young people love social networking
and have created a “sharing” culture. “Another way to
enhance the shopping experience is when we provided

A new life begins
As a second-generation leader, Wong said his company
has been innovating to cope with economic and market
changes. Encouraged by his success in running the Optical 88 chain, he created a new eyewear store eGG in 2011.
“As its name suggests, eGG is the start of a new life. It
seeks to break away from the boring conventional idea of
an optical shop,” he said. The brand offers a one-stop lens
and frame shopping concept aimed at younger and fashion conscious customers with a quick service turnaround
time of one hour.
It is true that nowadays eyewear is not just about functionality, but has become a fashion accessory. eGG is like
an eyewear boutique, offering a variety of collections to
match different outfits.
“The new concept was inspired by fast fashion. We
thought if fashion can keep its stores in stock on the latest
collections at affordable prices, why can’t we do the same
for eyewear?” he said.
After eGG turned out to be successful locally, eGG
expanded regionally so that it now boasts a network of
more than 90 stores in the Mainland, Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand.

VR trials at pop-up stores. These pop-up stores were set
up in major shopping malls which can reach out to more
customers. Customers were able to try out VR games and
immerse themselves in a fun and exciting digital world.
That lets them have a great experience to share on social
media.”
The shopping and gaming experience does not end
there. “We opened our eGG TART shop in October.
TART means ‘Tech’ and ‘ART.’ In addition to VR games,
we have a 360-degree selfie booth to provide a new visual
experience for customers.”
Though Hong Kong’s retail sales fell for the 19th
straight month in September, Wong believes that great
things could happen if retailers continue to rejuvenate
the traditional retail business and keep faith in the local
market. Being innovative in his business has helped
Wong find a way out of the gloom currently surrounding
much of the retail sector.
Wong encouraged his counterparts to stay positive
with an inspiring quote about the egg by learning expert
Jim Kwik, “If an egg is broken by outside force, Life ends.
If broken by inside force, Life begins. Great things always
begin from inside.”
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Serving The Majority of Air Travellers

A

fter a career in investment banking, Song Hoi-see
was driven by a heartfelt desire to “do something
for the majority” and ventured out to start his
own business that allows travelers flying economy class
to enjoy airport lounge privileges.
Song launched the first Plaza Premium Lounge at
Hong Kong International Airport in 1998, the world’s
first independent airport lounge network to be opened
to all travelers at that time. Today, the company operates
in more than 140 locations in 35 international airports
globally. It comprises four core airport services, including airport lounges that are either operated under its own
brand or managed for leading airlines and alliances, airport transit hotels, airport meet and greet services and
airport dining, providing one-stop shop hospitality services for airports, airlines and travelers.
“As a company based in the airport, there are many
interesting stories in our business which we were a
part of,” Song said. For example, last year, a Canadian
couple could not conduct their wedding ceremony in
an overseas destination due to various reasons. After
receiving a request for assistance, the Plaza Premium
team at Edmonton International Airport helped the
couple organize their wedding ceremony in Plaza Premium Lounge, which was the first time a wedding had

ever taken place inside the lounge. Not surprisingly, this
turned out to be a very memorable experience that was
widely covered by local newspapers.
Plaza Premium joined the Chamber family in 2003,
having been attracted by the Chamber’s role as a key voice
of business, soliciting government support, and assisting
large and small companies in staying ahead in their fields.
Song appreciates being a part of the Chamber as
“HKGCC is indeed the largest chamber of commerce
and has the longest history in Hong Kong.” With its
extensive pool of members from different industries, the
Chamber offers many opportunities and platforms for
members to exchange ideas, views on the latest trends,
industry best practices, and forge stronger ties with
business partners and other stakeholders.
“I also enjoy reading The Bulletin which gives me
much food for thought and keeps me abreast of the latest
economic trends and a wide range of business perspectives. As our business keeps expanding, we have launched
many new products and services in international airports
around the world. We believe that the Chamber could
continue to facilitate exploration and identification of
new business opportunities across the world for Hong
Kong-based companies and their emerging industries to
gain first-mover advantage,” Song concluded.

Company: Plaza Premium Lounge Management Ltd
HKGCC Membership No.: HKP0408
Established: 1998
Website: www.plaza-network.com

D

riven by an ambition to teach
languages around the world,
Christian Chasset founded
the Hong Kong Institute of Languages
with his wife in 1985. Since then, he has
taught French continuously in Hong
Kong, and for this long-time service, in
2007, he received the prestigious “Chevalier de l’Ordre des Palmes Academiques” (Knight of the Order of the Academic Palms) award from the French
Government. Before moving to Hong
Kong, Chasset also taught in France for
eight years.
Besides providing courses in English,
French, Spanish, German, Mandarin,
Cantonese and Japanese at all levels to
individuals, the Hong Kong Institute

of Languages also provides corporate
training for both local and multinational businesses. “We believe that what
we do today will have an impact and
make a real difference in the lives of our
students tomorrow,” Chasset said.
Over his past 30 years in the education
field, Chasset is happy to have taken part
in the education of different generations
of students. He has been able to witness
the milestones and achievements of his
students from working in well-known
companies to getting married and then
bringing their children to his institute.
The Hong Kong Institute of Languages joined the Chamber in 2000
with the goal of exchanging ideas with
other companies – large or small, tak-

ing advantage of the many events, services and training offered, and meeting
people who truly understand the value
of training done by professionals. Chasset is always impressed by the number
and quality of the events, programmes,
speakers and training offered to members at a reasonable price. In addition,
the Chamber helps contribute to the
school’s image as a well-established institute through featuring it in the Members
Benefits section on the Chamber website
and write-ups in The Bulletin magazine.
In addition to his business, Chasset is
keen on volunteer work. He is involved in
several associations and also founded the
Rotary Club of Discovery Bay where he
has resided since 1989.

A Taste of the Mediterranean
Bayta features some of the finest Mediterranean cuisine in the city, reports the Chamber’s staff writer Elaine Chan

W

alking east along Hollywood Road, you will come across
an establishment with strikingly elegant green walls,
which is the home of the newly established Mediterranean restaurant Bayta. Placing a contemporary spin on the diverse
cuisine using only the freshest of ingredients and sharing a love
for natural wines, the committed team is passionate about creating unique, seasonal dishes that reflect the relaxed and calm nature
of the Mediterranean, while introducing diners to wines renowned
for their drinkability. While not everyone can splurge on a plane
ticket to the Mediterranean region, Bayta – in its flavorful cuisine
and endearing decor with lively vibes – has mastered the art of making us feel like we’re really on a vacation there.

Chongqing:
China’s Fastest Growing City

A

s the only municipality in Central and Western
China and the economic and financial hub of
the upper Yangtze River region, Chongqing saw
10.7% growth in the first three quarters of 2016, maintaining its leading position among the country’s provinces and municipalities in GDP growth for 10 consecutive quarters.

Being one of the country’s traditional industrial bases,
it has attracted over 20 domestic and foreign automobile
companies, the world’s top five computer manufacturers,
and about 1,000 component manufacturing companies
to set up operations there. To discover what other opportunities it offers, a 22-member delegation led by Chamber Chairman Stephen Ng and China Committee Chairman PC Yu visited Chongqing from 26 to 28 October to
learn about the current economic developments of the
municipality, and explore opportunities for cooperation
between Hong Kong and Chongqing.
Industrial and Logistics Hub
Boasting infrastructure like Jiangbei International
Airport, Cuntan Port, the largest deep-water habour in
Western China, and the Chongqing-Xinjiang-Europe

Chamber Chairman Stephen Ng (third from left), and Chamber
CEO Shirley Yuen (second from right), and members met with
Chongqing Mayor Huang Qifan (third from right), and So Tsz Yin,
Director of Chongqing Liaison Unit, Government of the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region.
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(Yuxinou) International Railway which stretches from
Asia to Europe, Chongqing has become a riverine, land
and air transport hub.
In the “Belt and Road” Initiative, Chongqing’s role is
to connect the Silk Road Economic Belt and the Yangtze River Economic Zone, bridging the “Maritime Silk
Road” and opening up international trading channels to
South and Southeast Asia.
“The Yuxinou Railway offers great potential for
growth. As it runs from Chongqing, Xinjiang, Kazakhstan, then to Russia, Belarus, Poland and eventually
to Duisburg in Germany, products manufactured in
Chongqing can be transported to European and Asian
markets more efficiently at a lower cost,” said Chongqing Mayor Huang Qifan.
“While the logistics industry in Chongqing is rapidly
developing, Hong Kong’s logistics industry has a wellestablished international network, industry-leading technology and professionals. Businesses from the two places
can complement each other’s strengths and collaborate
for further development,” said Dave Liu, Assistant General Manager-Western Region, Kerry EAS Logistics.
Besides the industrial sector, the services sector is also
growing steadily in Chongqing. The delegation visited
a Hong Kong-invested company named SimpleCredit

Micro-Lending Company Limited. The company’s Director and General Manager Dr Henry Lam said they were
optimistic about Chongqing’s consumer financial services market. Using the internet as a platform and big data
analysis technology, the company expedites the application of small loans for customers. Following its success in
Chongqing, the company is now expanding to other parts
of China, with the goal of serving more customers.
Chamber Chairman Stephen Ng thinks that the
Hong Kong business community should keep a close
eye on Chongqing’s development. “The Chinese government has just included Chongqing in the third batch
of pilot free trade zones. Given the new airport will be
in operation next year and the Chongqing-XinjiangEurope International Railway is expected to give impetus to development, I believe Chongqing will continue
to achieve further growth,” he said.
During the three-day visit, the delegation called on
Chongqing Mayor Huang Qifan and Deputy Director of
Chongqing Commerce Commission Xiong Lin, as well
as visited a number of Hong Kong-invested enterprises
in Chongqing, including Wharf’s International Finance
Square and Times Square, and Hong Kong Land’s Chongqing Landmark Riverside. They also tasted local Chongqing food at “A Bite of China·Cultural Restaurant.”

Asia & Africa Committee
Chamber Chairman Stephen Ng
met with Malaysia’s Minister of
International Trade & Industry Y.B.
Dato’ Sri Mustapa Mohamed on
5 November to discuss increasing
awareness of Malaysia in Hong Kong
among businesses and the public.
The Minister explained that port
facilities, logistics and warehousing
investments are growing in the
country as part of the Belt & Road
initiative, so Mainland businesses
are expanding in these areas.
However, Minister Mustapa hopes
more Hong Kong service companies
can look at setting up in Malaysia.
MIDA (Malaysian Investment
Development Authority) CEO Dato’
Azman Mahmud, Consul General
Tengku Sirajuzzaman, and Trade
Commissioner Noor Ezzwanee
Ahmad also attended the meeting to
discuss expanding cooperation with
the Chamber.

Increasing Awareness of Malaysia

Promoting Brunei
Dr Hj Kamaruddin Bin Dato Seri Paduka Hj Talib,
President, National Chamber of Commerce &
Industry Brunei Darussalam, called on the Chamber
on 7 November, and met with Asia & Africa
Committee Chairman Andrew Wells and members.
They discussed economic issues in Hong Kong
and Brunei, which has an oil-based economy but
is looking to diversify, and possible cooperation
between their chambers.

Hikmat Abdurahmanov, Supervisory Board Chairman,
Association of International Business & Technologies
(AMBiT), visited the Chamber on 7 November, where he
was greeted by Asia and Africa Committee Chairman
Andrew Wells and members. They discussed economic
developments in Hong Kong and Uzbekistan, which
is Central Asia’s largest industrialized economy with a
population of 32 million, as well as Hong Kong’s role in
the Belt and Road. AMBiT aims to connect Uzbek SMEs
with foreign partners so they can improve management
and technological development. Abdurahmanov said there
was a lot of potential in the textile, tourism and agricultural
industries in Uzbekistan and foresaw a need for tech and
finance support which Hong Kong can help provide.

ACCCIM-HKGCC Cooperation
Datuk Ter Leong Yap, President of the
Associated Chinese Chambers of Commerce
and Industry of Malaysia (ACCCIM), visited the
Chamber on 25 October and was greeted by
Asia & Africa Committee Chairman Andrew Wells
and members. They discussed their respective
chambers, possible means of cooperation and
economic developments in Hong Kong and
Malaysia. ACCCIM consists of 17 Chinese chambers of commerce across
Malaysia and has about 100,000 members. Datuk Yap, who is also Executive
Chairman of Sunsuria Berhad, also spoke about the Xiamen University campus
in Malaysia, the first-ever overseas Mainland school campus which opened this
year, and the surrounding Sunsuria township project.

Americas Committee

Dallas and Fort Worth Opportunities
Dallas Mayor Mike Rawlings and Fort Worth Mayor Betsy Price led a highlevel delegation from Texas to visit the Chamber on 11 November. The
mayors explained to members the advantages of doing business in Dallas
and Forth Worth. The delegation was received by Mario Ignocio Artaza, Vice
Chairman of Americas Committee, and members.

Building Connections with Miami
Steve Morrison, Principal of Morrison, Brown, Argiz & Farra (MBAF) from Miami,
visited the Chamber on 28 November and was received by Thomas Wong,
Chairman of the Americas Committee, and Malcolm Ainsworth, Director, Events
& Programs. Both sides discussed how to collaborate in future by signing
MOUs, and agreed to host a delegation from Miami in April 2017.

Digital, Information & Telecommunications Committee
Connie Ma, Director, Corporate Strategy
& Solutions, APAC and Ralph Ma,
Commercial Director, Corporate Sales,
North Asia at SWIFT, shared with
members how corporates can achieve
effective, efficient and transparent
cash, payment, trade and treasury
management functions by using the
services of SWIFT at a Chamber
roundtable luncheon on 31 October.
They also talked about best practice
cases and SWIFT’s innovation initiatives
in cross-border payment, cash reporting
and sanction screening.

Duncan Wong, Vice President,
Financial Technologies, and
Director, Security and Data
Sciences of ASTRI, briefed
members on ASTRI’s initiatives and
research studies on FinTech in the
HKGCC Working Group on FinTech
meeting held on 10 November.

Environment &
Sustainability Committee
Dr Jeanne Ng, Chairman of the
Environment & Sustainable Committee,
convened a task force meeting on 7
November with members to develop
the committee’s work plan for 2017.

Economic Policy Committee

Dr Hui Cho-Hoi, Head of Market Research Division, Hong Kong Monetary
Authority, briefed members on corporate leverage and the role of nonbank financial institutions in the lending market in Hong Kong at the
committee meeting on 10 November. He stressed that the leverage of
local corporates has been relatively steady, while non-local corporates
in Hong Kong played a bigger role in driving up the aggregate corporate
leverage in Hong Kong after the global financial crisis. Although non-bank
financing in Hong Kong had grown considerably over the past five years,
Dr Hui opined that its size remained very small compared to banking
sector assets in Hong Kong.

Nick Foxall, Founder and CEO of dronesurvey.HK, spoke about the latest
commercial drone technologies and discussed real-world examples at a
Chamber roundtable luncheon on 15 November. He outlined the regulatory
environment for commercial drone operations in Hong Kong and Asia.

Europe Committee

Building Ties with Izmir Chamber of Commerce
The Commercial Attache of Consulate General of the Republic of Turkey
Ayşe Gül BARKÇIN and a delegation from the Izmir Chamber of Commerce
called on the Chamber on 14 October to learn more about the IT sector and
business incentives in Hong Kong. The delegation was received by Europe
Committee Chairman Stephen Weatherseed and Industry & Technology
Committee member Michael Pang.

HKCSI –
Executive Committee

The Global Services Coalition, of
which the HKCSI is a member, issued
a joint statement on 20 October to
call on Trade in Services Agreement
negotiators to reach agreement on
the movement of persons, coverage
of new services and outstanding
institutional issues, such as state-tostate dispute settlement.

Industry & Technology Committee

Forty members visited the Hong Kong Science and Technology Park
on 11 November to experience a full suite of more than 50 IoT-enabled
products and solutions at the Smart Living@Science Park Exhibitions.
They also found out how robotics technologies could be applied in
business at the Robotics Garage. The members also met with 10
innovators to explore business cooperation opportunities.

Legal Committee

Retail & Tourism
Committee
Frank Lee, Chairman of Retail &
Tourism Committee, briefed the
General Committee on 20 October
about the committee’s work and
prospects and exchanged views
with GC members on the latest retail
developments.

At a meeting on 1 November, Rose Webb and Rasul Butt, respectively
Chief Executive and Senior Executive Director of the Competition
Commission, briefed members on their work in implementing and promoting
compliance with the Competition Ordinance since its implementation on
14 December 2015.

Manpower Committee
Albert Wong, Chairman of the Manpower Committee, Thomas Wong, Chairman
of the Americas Committee, and Watson Chan, Chamber Deputy CEO, attended
a dinner hosted by Feridun Hamdullahpur, Vice Chancellor and President of the
University of Waterloo on 8 November. They exchanged views on innovation and
how it would impact entrepreneurship and the start-up ecosystem.

SME Committee

Taiwan Interest Group
Ross Feingold, Senior Adviser at DC International
Advisory, spoke at a roundtable luncheon on 8
November about what Hong Kong businesses need
to know about Taiwan.

The Standard Chartered Hong Kong SME Leading
Business Index Conference, organised by the Hong
Kong Productivity Council and Hong Kong Standard
Chartered Bank and supported by HKGCC, was
held on 10 November. PC Yu, China Committee
Chairman, spoke at the conference about how SMEs
could embrace changes amid the rapid economic,
political and technological developments.

Women Executives Club

Talent Development
Around 40 members attended the networking cocktail
on 10 November at Dickson Watch and Jewellery in
the Landmark. During the event, a watch expert from
Chopard introduced the making and maintenance of
fine timepieces while a chocolate expert shared her
knowledge on chocolate. Surrounded by exquisite
jewelry and timepieces, members enjoyed an evening
with fine chocolates, canapes and wine.

Angus Yip, Director of Sustainability of CSG
Consultancy, spoke at a seminar on 26 October about
the latest requirements in preparing the Environmental,
Social and Governance (ESG) report. Speakers from the
World Green Organization and Turnkey Solutions talked
about what companies should do in environmental,
social and technical aspects as well as how to minimize
risks by providing analytical evidence of compliance with
key sustainability standards.

The WEC Executive Committee held its annual meeting on
26 October to review the activities over the year, especially
the Women Summit, and discussed plans for the coming
year. At the meeting, Jennifer Chan was elected as the new
Chairman and May Lam, Suzie Wakai and Carol Wing as
the Vice Chairmen for the 2016-2017 term.

Town Hall Forum Series: Meet the LegCo

Young Executives Club
Over 60 members attended the Joint
Happy Hour at the LinkedIn office in
Hysan Place on 17 November to learn
about enhancing personal and company
brands through social media. They also
enjoyed casual networking with members
from the Hong Kong Institute of Certified
Public Accountants.

The Hon Jeffrey Lam Kin-fung, having served as the Commercial (First)
Functional Constituency Representative for 12 years, was reelected for
another four-year term to serve as the Chamber’s LegCo Representative.
He shared his concerns about our political climate and business
environment and plans on helping the business community at the Town Hall
Forum on 7 November.
The forum provides a platform for members to exchange views face-toface with LegCo members. The event was for members only and closed to
the media.

Business-School Partnership Programme

A briefing meeting was held on 14 November at the Chamber to kick off
the Business-School Partnership programme for the 2016-2017 academic
year. At the meeting, company representatives and teachers held
discussions on the activity plan for the upcoming year involving students
and business executives.

The YEC Executive Committee held
its annual meeting on 16 November to
review the activities over the year and
discussed plans for the coming year
focusing on areas including education
and information for young executives,
community/CSR projects, membership
and fellowship initiatives as well as
lifestyle and recreation activities.

Clinking Glasses with
European Consuls General

M

ore than 100 members attended a networking cocktail reception organized by the Europe Committee on 22 November. Members enjoyed a relaxing yet productive evening with European Consuls General in Hong Kong, taking advantage of an invaluable opportunity to mingle
with fellow members and learn from the Consuls General on the latest business
opportunities in different European regions. Europe Committee Chairman
Stephen Weatherseed (left) and CEO Shirley Yuen proposed a toast to strengthen the relationship between the Chamber and the countries of Europe.

Completing the MacLehose Trail
In Under Thirty Hours

T

he Chamber Oxfam Trailwalker team (0155) set off
on their Trailwalker challenge at Sai Kung Pak Tam Chung
on 18 November, aiming to complete the 100 km MacLehose Trail
in less than 30 hours. They were
cheered on just before they started
their journey by YEC Chairman
Oscar Chow, Vice Chairmen Joseph
Chan and Elsa Wong, together
with Chamber CEO Shirley Yuen
and support team members. The

team of four, comprising Philip
Ma, Rebecca Lee, David Lau,
and Mackins Ho, had undergone
many training sessions since May
and all were confident that they
would be able to complete the 100
km challenge in under 30 hours.
With voluntary support from
YEC members including Joseph
Chan, Danny Cheung, Simon Mak,
Samuel Tsang, and their friends
and families, the team did just
that by completing the challenge

in 26 hours 59 minutes. None of
them even looked tired when they
crossed the finish line. The challenge was a meaningful cause that
saw YEC raise over HK$78,000
through generous donations from
members to support Oxfam’s poverty alleviation programs, while
allowing team members to build
stronger ties and friendships. Congratulations to the team and the
helpers who contributed their support day and night!

Update on Taiwan: What Hong Kong
Businesses Need to Know
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Welcome to the
Chamber Family!

N

ew Chamber members from a diverse range of
business sectors attended a special “Welcoming
Reception” orientation session at the Chamber
Theatre on 21 November. Chamber Deputy Chairman Aron
Harilela, together with CEO Shirley Yuen, welcomed the
new members and introduced the Chamber’s background
and services that they could now enjoy. Over 20 Committee
leaders and senior staff attended to extend a warm welcome
to the new members as well. Two lucky new members won
Ocean Park tickets in the lucky draw.

Making a Better Society
with Innovation

I

nternet of Things (IoT) and robotics technologies
have become increasingly prevalent in business. To
explore how these technologies can help members
grow their business and enable them to stand out in
the highly competitive market, forty members visited
the Hong Kong Science Park on 11 November and met
with 10 partner companies, who demonstrated their latest innovations in artificial intelligence, virtual reality,
big data analytics, cyber security and RFID technology.
Members also toured the Smart Living and Design Connect@Science Park Exhibitions and Robotics Garage to
experience a full suite of more than 50 IoT and robotics
technologies and solutions. Members were able to get

a better understanding of the use of these technologies
such as how enterprises can enhance logistics with big
data technology and how data collection can be used to
improve people’s quality of living.
“The technology demonstrations presented by Science Park’s partner companies have inspired us with
many new thoughts on doing business more efficiently,”
said Mr Raymond Chan, Vice Chairman of HKGCC’s
Industry & Technology Committee. “It is a good idea
to nurture an innovation ecosystem, as technological
development provides enormous collaboration opportunities, so as to make Hong Kong a better place to live
and do business.”

Record Number of Companies and
Schools Participating in BSPP

E

ighty companies and schools
joined a briefing and matching meeting on 14 November at the Chamber to kick-off the
17th Business-School Partnership
Programme (BSPP) for 2016-2017.
During the meeting, company representatives and teachers discussed
plans for the upcoming year. After
gaining a better understanding of
the teachers’ students’ interests and
expectations, the companies will
work on developing activities to
enhance the students’ understanding of their respective industries,
job nature and work environment.

This year’s programme has 16
companies and eight schools joining for the first time bringing
the total to 42 companies and 37
schools. “Our students have gained
a lot from the programme, and we
value all the companies we have
partnered with so we still maintain
long-term relationships with them.
Both schools and companies have
very busy schedules nowadays, so
it is important to be passionate
and communicate well to arrange
the activities for students,” said a
teacher surnamed Ho from Munsang College, one of the schools that

About BSPP
The Business-School Partnership Programme aims to facilitate direct communication between companies and schools to enhance secondary school
students’ knowledge of the business world and commerce. It also allows
our young generation to gain an early insight into the corporate world, and
prepare for their future careers.

has participated in the programme
for many years.
Besides the activities that will be
organized by participating member
companies, the Chamber is also running its HKGCC Student Ambassadors Programme, which will enable
students to get involved or attend
various Chamber events and activities. This year, 21 students from four
schools have been selected to be student ambassadors. Some of them have
already attended two of the Chamber’s
biggest events this year – HKGCC
Women Summit and Business Summit – over the last two months.
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